DESIGN & POLICY: HOW MIGHT WE?

Policy advice is provided to decision-makers in order to create better outcomes at a population level for citizens, and is ideally informed
through the input of many different stakeholders. In Aotearoa NZ and internationally teams are experimenting with the application of
design approaches to develop, communicate and evaluate public policy. The diagram shows examples of how design is being used in
different ways and at different points in the policy process.

Help decision-makers understand,
feed into and generate potential policy
implications by visualising them, or
creating possible future scenarios.

POLICY
ADVICE

Generate different ways of re-framing
challenges or generate policy options
and ideas through brainstorming and
ideation with stakeholders and users.

Help connect the implications of policy and everyday
life and show how governance decisions influence
people by visualising the government services,
policies or regulations an individual or families comes
in contact with over day or week.

Assist decision-makers to better
understand citizen experiences
through stories, scenarios and visual
tools.

INFORMS QUALITY
DECISION MAKING
(USERS)
Test out and identify the weaknesses
of ideas and options early through
prototyping.

Enable early involvement and
collaboration by citizens and
stakeholders through co-design
workshops and the creation of future
scenarios.
Use tangible design tools and
methods to enable disciplinary
experts, community members and
policy-makers to work together to
generate and evaluate policy ideas.

Use knowledge generated through existing
community co-design projects to understand
about policy barriers to change or to inform
future policy.
Enable more in-depth feedback on
potential policy options, changes or
implications by creating prototypes that
better allow people to understand the
proposed future state.

IN ORDER TO CREATE
BETTER OUTCOMES FOR
CITIZENS (END USERS)

AND CONSIDERS THE PERSPECTIVES &
NEEDS OF MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDERS
Assist citizens and stakeholders to
understand, feed into and generate
potential policy implications by
visualising them, or creating possible
future scenarios.

SOME OF THE WAYS THAT DESIGN IS SUPPORTING POLICY WORK INTERNATIONALLY

Understand people’s current
experiences, everyday realities and
the impact of current policies through
speaking with them, observing current
environments and interactions and
visualising these.
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